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to serve on the executive council or associate member council, members must be full-time aashto members in good
standing in their respective jurisdictions. associate members must be full-time aashto members in good standing in

their jurisdictions. the executive council and associate member council meet four times a year and serve without
compensation. the aashto is an organization of the united states government. aashto is part of the united states

department of transportation, and is the only organization of its kind. aashto is a federal advisory committee with its
headquarters in washington, d.c. and a staff located throughout the united states. the aashtoware bridge design

(brd) and aashtoware bridge rating (brr) software products are comprehensive bridge design and load rating tools
developed by aashto. for an agencys bridge inventory, the products store detailed bridge descriptions sufficient for

structural analysis. aashtoware bridge design is the tool for assisting in the design of both superstructures and
substructures in accordance with the aashto lrfd bridge design specifications. aashtoware bridge rating is a tool for

rating bridge superstructures in accordance with the aashto manual for bridge evaluation, aashto standard
specifications for highway bridges and aashto lrfd bridge design specifications. the two products share much of their

user interface and database. when both products are licensed, a bridge can be designed using aashtoware bridge
design and be immediately available to aashtoware bridge rating for load rating without re-entering and validating

additional data.
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while aashto has made a number of commitments in the past to improve its bridge design services, these efforts are
being met with some resistance from some state agencies who believe their own bridge inventory programs offer

greater efficiencies. this resistance is based on the perception that an aashto bridge inventory program would
duplicate the data already provided by the state. aashto encourages any state that has such concerns to contact
aashto and discuss the matter. it is important that state agencies, fhwa and the user community work together to
determine the best method of bridge inventory management. aashto continues to actively seek the cooperation of
state bridge engineering organizations and other agencies in the development of a statebridge inventory program.

while the aashto bridge inventory program currently serves state and local agencies in some states, it is the
intention of aashto to take the data collected in these state programs nationwide. the use of the aashto.com website
is subject to the following terms of use and agreement (collectively, the "agreement"). by using this website and/or

the aashto.com online services, you ("you") are agreeing to be bound by these terms and conditions of service
("terms and conditions"). if you do not agree to these terms and conditions, you may not use this website. 1. the
term "aashto" and "aashto.com" or "we," "us" or "our" shall refer to the company, website and online services,

including, but not limited to, all content and other materials of aashto.com ("website"). 3. all information, data, text,
software, music, sound, photographs, graphics, video, messages, materials and other content, or any other material
appearing on the website or provided to you by aashto ("materials") are the property of aashto and/or its licensors

and/or suppliers and are protected by copyright, trademark, trade secret, and other laws and by international
conventions. the materials are owned or controlled by aashto and/or its licensors and/or suppliers and are protected

by the copyright, trademark, trade secret, and other laws and by international conventions. aashto, its licensors,
and/or suppliers reserve all rights in and to the materials not expressly granted to you by aashto. 5ec8ef588b
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